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Abstract— Design of area and power-efficient high-speed 

data path logic systems are one of the most substantial areas 

of research in VLSI system design. In digital adders, the 

speed of addition is limited by the time required to 

propagate a carry through the adder. Carry Select Adder 

(CSLA) is one of the fastest adders used in many data-

processing processors to perform fast arithmetic functions. 

From the structure of the CSLA, it is clear that there is scope 

for reducing the area and power consumption in the CSLA. 

This work uses a simple and efficient gate-level 

modification to significantly reduce the area and power of 

the CSLA. The CSLA is used in many computational 

systems to alleviate the problem of carry propagation delay 

by independently generating multiple carries and then select 

a carry to generate the sum. However, the CSLA is not area 

efficient because it uses multiple pairs of Ripple Carry 

Adders (RCA) to generate partial sum and carry by 

considering carry input Cin = 0 and Cin = 1, then the final 

sum and carry are selected by the multiplexers (mux). This 

is modified by replacing the RCA with Cin=1 with BEC in 

the regular CSLA to achieve low area and power 

consumption. But there is a slight increase in the delay. The 

delay can be reduced by improving the CSLA by replacing a 

D-Latch in place of RCA with Cin = 1.in the regular CSLA 

to achieve high speed addition. This work focuses on the 

performance of CSLA in terms of delay and power and it is 

found that CSLA is a high speed and low power adder. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Area and power reduction in data path logic systems are the 

main area of research in VLSI system design. High speed 

addition and multiplication has always been a fundamental 

requirement of high-performance processors and systems. In 

digital adders, the speed of addition is limited by the time 

required to propagate a carry through the adder. The sum for 

each bit position in an elementary adder is generated 

sequentially only after the previous bit position has been 

summed and a carry propagated into the next position. The 

major speed limitation in any adder is in the production of 

carries and many authors have considered the addition 

problem. 

The CSLA is used in many computational systems 

to moderate the problem of carry propagation delay by 

independently generating multiple carries and then select a 

carry to generate the sum. However, the CSLA is not area 

efficient because it uses multiple pairs of Ripple Carry 

Adders (RCA) to generate partial sum and carry by 

considering carry input and then the final sum and carry are 

selected by the multiplexers (mux). To overcome the above 

problem, the above CSLA is modified by using n-bit Binary 

to Excess-1 code converters (BEC) to improve the speed of 

addition. This logic can be implemented with any type of 

adder to further improve the speed. We use the Binary to 

Excess-1 Converter (BEC) instead of RCA in the regular 

CSLA to achieve lower area and power consumption. The 

main advantage of this BEC logic comes from the lesser 

number of logic gates than the Full Adder (FA) structure. 

The modified design has reduced area and power as 

compared with the regular SQRT CSLA with an increase in 

the delay. Therefore an improved CSLA was designed with 

a D-Latch replacing the BEC in the modified CSLA. This 

design has efficiently reduced the delay thereby increasing 

the speed making it a high speed Carry Select Adder. Digital 

Signal Processing (DSP) deals with the manipulation of 

digital signals using complex signal processing systems built 

from basic building blocks like filters. The proposed work is 

implementation in the FIR filter in adder parts. This work 

evaluates the performance of the improved design in terms 

of delay and power. 

This is briefed as follows. First we deal with the 

delay, area and power evaluation methodology of the basic 

adder blocks. Next we present the detailed structure and the 

function of the BEC logic. The CSLA has been chosen for 

comparison with the modified and improved design. The 

delay and power evaluation methodology of the regular, 

modified and improved SQRT CSLA are presented. 

Therefore the main aim of the project is to design 

and implement a high speed carry select adder to enhance 

the speed of addition and perform fast arithmetic functions. 

The proposed design is applied to the FIR filter structure in 

the adder part to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

design. This work estimates the performance of the 

proposed design in terms of delay and power. 

II. 32-BIT REGULAR CSLA 

A Carry Select Adder (CSLA) is a particular way to 

implement an adder, which is a logic element that computes 

the (n+1) bit sum of two n-bit numbers. The carry-select 

adder is simple but rather fast. The carry-select adder 

generally consists of two ripple carry adders and a 

multiplexer. Adding two n-bit numbers with a carry-select 

adder is done with two adders (therefore two ripple carry 

adders) in order to perform the calculation twice, one time 

with the assumption of the carry being zero and the other 

assuming one. After the two results are calculated, the 

correct sum, as well as the correct carry, is then selected 

with the multiplexer once the correct carry is known. The 

structure of a 32 bit CSLA is shown below: 

If a single ripple-carry adder were used. First the 

coding for full adder and different multiplexers of 6:3, 8:4, 

10:5, and so on 32:29 were done. Then 2, 3, 4, 5-bit ripple 

carry adder was done by calling the full adder. The regular 

32- bit CSLA was created by calling the ripple carry adders 

and all multiplexers based on circuit. It has seven groups of 

different size RCA. The delay and area of each group has to 

be evaluated. To do this, we first need to evaluate the delay 

and area of each of the basic adder blocks used in the 

structure of the CSLA. The source code is written for all the 

above adder blocks like xor gate, half adder, full adder, 2x1 
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mux, ripple carry adder and carry look ahead adder and 

finally the Regular carry select adder using VERILOG. 

Simulation will be done to verify the functionality and 

synthesis will be done to get the NETLIST using Xilinx ISE 

12.3i. 

 
Fig. 1: 32-BIT Regular CSLA Architecture 

A. Binary to Excess-1 Converter 

The basic idea of this modified work is to use Binary to 

Excess-1 Converter (BEC) instead of RCA with Cin=1 in 

the regular CSLA to achieve lower area and power 

consumption with only a slight increase in the delay. The 

main advantage of this BEC logic comes from the lesser 

number of logic gates than the n-bit Full Adder (FA) 

structure. 

 
Fig. 2: 8:4 BEC WITH MUX 

One input of the 8:4 mux gets as it input (B3, B2, 

B1, and B0) and another input of the mux is the BEC output. 

This produces the two possible partial results in parallel and 

the mux is used to select either the BEC output or the direct 

inputs according to the control signal Cin. The importance 

of the BEC logic stems from the large silicon area reduction 

when the Boolean expression for the largest numbers (note 

the functional symbols ~ NOT, & AND, ^ XOR) 

B. D-LATCH 

Latch is an electronic device that can be used to store one bit 

of information. The D latch is used to capture, or latch the 

logic level which is present on the Data line when the clock 

input is high. If the data on the D line changes state while 

the clock pulse is high, then the output, Q, follows the input, 

D. When the CLK input falls to logic 0, the last state of the 

D input is trapped and held in the latch. Fig. 1 shows the 

logic diagram of D-Latch and Fig. 2 shows the timing 

diagram of D-Latch. 

 
Fig. 3 Schematic Symbol of D-Latch 

 
Fig. 4: Timing Diagram of D-Latch 

C. Working of Improved CSLA 

Here initially when en=1, the output of the RCA is fed as 

input to the D-Latch and the output of the D-latch follows 

the input and given as an input to the multiplexer. When 

en=0, the last state of the D input is trapped and held in the 

Latch and therefore the output from the RCA is directly 

given as an input to the mux without any delay. Now the 

mux selects the sum bit according to the input carry which is 

the selection bit and the inputs of the mux are the outputs 

obtained when en=1 and 0. Thus the Improved CSLA is 

implemented by writing the source code using v and then 

performs simulation and synthesis and compares the results 

of delay and power with Regular CSLA and Modified 

CSLA. 

III. 16 BIT MODIFIED CSLA USING LATCH 

The bits from a and b (i.e. a [1:0] and b [1:0]) as inputs to 

(1:0) RCA along with cin as input. The bits from a and b 

(i.e. a [3:2] and b [3:2]) as inputs to (3:2) RCA along with 

en. 

When en=1, the output of the (3:2)RCA is fed as 

input to the (2 bit) D-Latch and the output of the (2 bit) D-

latch follows the input and given as an input to the 

(6:3)multiplexer.  
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When en=0, the last state of the (2 bit) D input is 

trapped and held in the latch and therefore the output from 

the (3:2)RCA is directly given as an input to the (6:3) 

multiplexer  without any delay. Now the (6:3) multiplexer 

selects the sum bit according to the carry generated from 

(1:0) RCA which takes cin as input carry and it is the 

selection bit and the inputs of the (6:3) multiplexer are the 

outputs obtained when en=1 and 0. 

 
Fig. 5: 16-Bit CSLA with D-Latch Architecture 

The bits from a and b (i.e. a [6:4] and b[6:4]) are 

given as inputs to (6:4)RCA along with en as carry. When 

en=1, the output of the (6:4)RCA is fed as input to the (3 bit) 

D-Latch and the output of the (3 bit) D-latch follows the 

input and given as an input to the (8:4)multiplexer. When 

en=0, the last state of the (3 bit) D input is trapped and held 

in the latch and therefore the output from the (6:4)RCA is 

directly given as an input to the (8:4) multiplexer  without 

any delay. Now the (8:4) multiplexer selects the sum bit 

according to the carry generated from (6:3) multiplexer 

which is the selection bit and the inputs of the (8:4) 

multiplexer are the outputs obtained when en=1 and 0. 

The bits from a and b (i.e. a [10:7] and b [10:7]) are 

given as inputs to (10:7)RCA along with en as carry. When 

en=1, the output of the (10:7)RCA is fed as input to the (4 

bit) D-Latch and the output of the (4 bit) D-latch follows the 

input and given as an input to the (10:5) multiplexer. When 

en=0, the last state of the (4 bit) D input is trapped and held 

in the latch and therefore the output from the (10:7)RCA is 

directly given as an input to the (10:5) multiplexer  without 

any delay.  

Now the (10:5) multiplexer selects the sum bit 

according to the carry generated from (8:4) multiplexer 

which is the selection bit and the inputs of the (10:5) 

multiplexer are the outputs obtained when en=1 and 0.The 

bits from a and b (i.e. a [15:11] and b[15:11]) are given as 

inputs to (15:11)RCA along with en as carry. When en=1, 

the output of the (15:11)RCA is fed as input to the (5 bit) D-

Latch and the output of the (5 bit) D-latch follows the input 

and given as an input to the (12:6)multiplexer. When en=0, 

the last state of the (5 bit) D input is trapped and held in the 

latch and therefore the output from the (15:11)RCA is 

directly given as an input to the (12:6) multiplexer  without 

any delay. Now the (12:6) multiplexer selects the sum bit 

according to the carry generated from (10:5) multiplexer 

which is the selection bit and the inputs of the (12:6) 

multiplexer are the outputs obtained when en=1 and 0. 

IV. PROPOSED 128 BIT CSLA USING 

A. D-Latch 

Generally the CSLA using D-Latch exists, but in this 

proposed system we designing for the 128 bit CSLA using 

D-Latch. Mostly we designed for 16, 32, 64 bit CSLA. In 

these CSLA systems we can design for 128 bit CSLA using 

D-Latch. Were the main aim of the this design of 128 bit 

CSLA system is to add the largest number bits operation 

within nanosecond operation results, and also very small 

size design of adder for the largest number bits addition in 

the application of digital signal processing systems, ASIC 

design for real time operating systems, in the domain VLSI 

IC design. 

Mainly in this paper CSLA using D-Latch of 16 bit 

operation is explained, but our proposed system is 128 bit. 

So far to explain the 128 bit CSLA. The below figures 

explain the 128bit CSLA using D-Latch. 

 
Fig. 6: 32-Bit CSLA with D-Latch Architecture 

 
Fig. 7: 64-Bit CSLA with D-Latch Architecture 
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Fig. 8: 128-Bit CSLA with D-Latch Architecture 

Thus from the figures 3,4,5 the design and 

operation of the 128 bit CSLA using D-Latch is cascading 

of 16-16,32-32,64-64 bit CSLA system. In this CSLA the 

main advantage is to operate the addition operation with 

high speed and also power usage is very low in the operation 

mode. Mostly the main use of the design of the 128 bit 

CSLA system using D-Latch is  design area can be reduced, 

output delay also reduced. The variation of design are and 

delay output for 16,32,64,128 bit as shown in below: 

CSLA Delay(ns) Area 

16 Bit 11 57 

32 Bit 13 87 

64 Bit 16 117 

128 Bit 19 147 

Table 1: Area and Output Delay Variations 

The major speed limitation in any adder is in the 

production of carries and many authors have considered the 

addition problem. The basic idea of the proposed work is 

using n-bit Binary to Excess-1 Converters (BEC) to improve 

the speed of addition. This logic can be implemented with 

Carry Select Adder using D-Latch to achieve power-

efficient and high-speed data path logic systems. The 

proposed 128-bit D-Latch Carry Select Adder compared 

with Regular 128-bit Carry Select Adder and also with BEC 

128-bit Carry Select Adder. 

The CSLA is used in many computational systems 

to alleviate the problem of carry propagation delay by 

independently generating multiple carries and then select a 

carry to generate the sum. However, the CSLA is not area 

efficient because it uses multiple pairs of Ripple Carry 

Adders  to generate partial sum and carry by considering 

carry input Cin = 0 and Cin = 1, then the final sum and carry 

are selected by the multiplexers (mux).  

The AND, OR, and Inverter (AOI) implementation 

of a 2:1 MUX, FA are shown in below. The gates between 

the dotted lines are performing the operations in parallel and 

the numeric representation of each gate indicates the delay 

contributed by that gate. The delay and area evaluation 

methodology considers all gates to be made up of AND, 

OR, and Inverter, each having delay equal to 1 unit and area 

equal to 1 unit. We then add up the number of gates in the 

longest path of a logic block that contributes to the 

maximum delay. The area evaluation is done by counting 

the total number of AOI gates required for each logic block. 

Based on this approach, the CSLA adder blocks of 2:1 mux, 

Half Adder (HA), and FA are evaluated 

 
Fig. 9: Delay and Area Evaluation of A 2:1 Mux Gate. 

 
Fig. 10: Delay and Area Evaluation of A Full Adder. 

V. MOTIVATION OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The main challenging areas in VLSI are performance, cost, 

speed, and area and power dissipation. The demand for 

portable computing devices and communications system are 

increasing rapidly. These applications require low power 

dissipation and less area VLSI circuits. Hence it is important 

aspect to optimize power and area. So area and Power 

optimization becomes one of the main challenging domains 

in chip designing. 

The project consists of an efficient VLSI 

implementation of optimized power efficient CSLA using 

D-Latch. A novel and efficient VLSI architecture is 

proposed and implemented for carry select adder.  

The VLSI architecture has been authored in 

Verilog code for CSLA using D-Latch and its synthesis was 

done with Xilinx XST. Xilinx ISE Foundation 12.3has been 

used for performing mapping, placing and routing. For 

behavioral simulation place and route simulation ISE 

simulator has been used. The Synthesis tool was configured 

to optimize for area and high effort considerations. The 

interest of the project work is an attempt to obtain a CSLA 

using D-Latch architecture. 

In our proposed design, we are implementing the 

CSLA in such a way that, it is balancing in between Area 

and Speed. Here we have reduced the Area while increasing 

the Speed. So, we can say that, it is the tradeoff between 

Area and Speed. In out design, we can achieve an Area 

efficient CSLA with optimized Speed. 

VI. APPLICATIONS 

 It is mostly used in DSP processors where the 

adder plays an important role in the DSP processor 

applications. 

 Mostly it is used in MAC (Multiply and 

Accumulate) Unit to optimize the performance of 

the MAC unit. 

 Our CSLA plays a vital role in the designing of 

Arithmetic and Logic unit (ALU). 

VII. SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS 

A. Results 

Parameters Regular Modified Improved 
 CSLA CSLA(BEC) CSLA(D-latch) 

No. of Slice 28 27 32 
Registers    

No. of Slice 28 28 40 
LUT’s    

Delay(ns) 9.704 10.276 4.185 
Power(mW) 326 302 277 

Table 1: Comparison of Regular, Modified and Improved 

CSLA 
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Fig. 11: Addition Results Waveforms 

 
Fig. 12: Design Summary of CSLA using D-Latch 

 
Fig. 13: RTL Schematic Diagram of 128 Bit CSLA Using 

D-Latch 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

All the three models of CSLA are designed and are 

implemented in vhdl using Xilinx 12.3I ISE tool and the 

results are compared in terms of delay and power. The 

CSLA with D-Latch proves to be the High Speed and Low 

Power CSLA. It is also implemented with virtex 5 FPGA. 

The performance of this CSLA in terms of delay and power 

is evaluated by using the CSLA in the adder part and again 

it proves to be the High Speed and Low Power CSLA. Thus 

a high speed and low power ADDER can be designed using 

an Improved CSLA with D-latch. The Improved CSLA 

architecture is therefore, high speed, low power and efficient 

for VLSI hardware implementation. 
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